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This research attempted to analyze the forms of direct violence that 

experienced by the main character, Wade Wilson. The theory used in this research 

is the Johan Galtung's concept of violence. The researcher applied a descriptive 

qualitative research method and used note-taking as the research instrument. The 

data were obtained from the script of the Deadpool film. The research found 

some indications both of physical and psychological violence that experienced by 

the main character. Wade has consistently encountered more physical violence, 

ranging from simple acts of violence including adrenaline acts, punching, and 

head pounding to extreme acts of violence that almost led to his death as a result 

of experiment carried out by Angle and Ajax. Wade faced psychological violence, 

including a decline in self-esteem, brainwashing, and despair. The findings of this 

research can help us predict when psychological and physical violence will occur, 

as well as educate both those who commit violence and those who are the victims 

of it. The researcher can conclude that a person experiencing physical or 

psychological violence does not mean that person will also do the same thing to 

the perpetrator. Even though they succeed, sometimes the desired results do not 

match the reality. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Violence is the willful application of physical force or power for the 

purpose of threatening or taking action against oneself, another person, a group of 

people, or a community, which has the potential to cause or is reasonably 

expected to cause physical harm, death, psychological harm, or deprivation 

(Bildjuschkin and Ewalds, 2020). There are kinds of violence including physical, 

sexual, and emotional abuse. A person or a group will act aggressively toward 

another person or people. When a kid, adolescent, or group physically abuses, 

harms, or kills another person or people, it is either direct or indirect. Pushing, 

shoving, shaking, punching, kicking, squeezing, burning, or any other type of 

physical attack on a person or on property can be considered aggressive behavior. 

Verbal attacks, threats, taunts, slurs, ridicule, screaming, exclusion, and malicious 

rumors are all examples of emotionally abusive behavior. Sexual assault or rape 

constitutes sexually abusive behavior (O‟Moore, 2010). 

According to the two experts mentioned above, violence is an activity that 

can physically or psychologically hurt other individuals, including a group. 

Violence therefore can assume both visible and invisible forms, with instances of 

the former including punching, slapping, and even killing. While verbal or non-

physical violence, such as insults or swear words, hurts other people's feelings and 

impairs a person's mental health. The occurrence of acts of violence can be 
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triggered from several factors, both personal and social factors. Personal factors 

include emotions, disputes, stress, depression, and the influence of drugs, while 

social factors such as household conflicts, external doctrines, culture, 

environment, and mass media. 

Most likely, violence has always been a feature of human existence. 

Around the world, its effects can be felt in a variety of ways. Violence perpetrated 

by self, interpersonal, or group results in more than one million deaths and many 

more non-fatal injuries each year. In general, violence tops the list among the 

leading killers of people between the ages of 15 and 44. Communities have taken 

initiatives to prevent and reduce difficulties related to pregnancy, workplace 

injuries, infectious diseases, and diseases caused by contaminated food and water. 

In many parts of the world violence can be prevented and its effects can be 

reduced and avoided. The assertion regarding violence is an undeniable fact 

(Krug, 2002). 

Violence can be divided into categories based on its type or how the victim 

and perpetrator are related. Violence and threats can have serious consequences 

for the individuals, communities or countries involved. The most visible effects 

are death and injury; every year, more than 500,000 people worldwide die from 

various forms of violence and many more are injured (Hess, 2019). 

How challenging is to eradicate acts of violence from society, this explains 

why violence has become a normal part of daily life. Therefore, there are many 

ways to cease violent behaviors, including through fostering better interpersonal 
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relationships, avoiding selfishness, showing respect for others, and so on. In order 

not to create social inequality, the community can take advantage of efforts to 

prevent further acts of violence. 

Al-Qur‟an has been explained that as humans we are forbidden to commit 

heinous acts such as committing acts of violence against others. Humans should 

take care of each other so that unwanted actions are not created, but the fact is that 

there have been many events that have harmed humans by committing acts of 

violence for their own pleasure. Acts of violence are things that have a negative 

impact on the development of social life. As explained in the Al-Qur'an Surah Al-

A‟raf verse 33, as follows: 

 

The meaning: Say; "My Lord only forbids abominable acts, both visible and 

hidden, and sinful acts, violating human rights without a just reason, (forbids) 

associating with Allah with something that Allah has not sent down evidence for 

and (forbids) fabricating against Allah what you do not know." (Q.S. Al-A’raf:33) 

In this verse, Allah orders the Messenger of Allah to convey to those who 

are polytheists and disbelievers what Allah has forbidden. In fact, what Allah has 

forbidden in this verse must be completely avoided, because the danger is very 
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large, both for those who do it and for all mankind, Allah's prohibitions are 

actions that cause sin, such as drinking intoxicants, gambling and so on. Acts that 

exceed the limits, abuse fellow human beings, and violate personal rights or 

shared rights (Kemenag, 2021). Humans must be kind to each other, not hurt each 

other because humans are God's creatures. Even if someone hurts another human 

being, it doesn't mean that they will also do the same. 

The research that related to the violence has been done previously by some 

researcher, one of them (Mustavi, 2016) conducted research about Violence 

Suffered by Main Character in Shoko Tendo’s Yakuza Moon that aims to discuss 

about the violence which is experienced by Shoko and to know the violence that 

happens to the Shoko Tendo and the women struggle that is done by Shoko Tendo 

to against violence. The result of this study can give the overview that violence 

has been common term in the case of gender inequality, it means that violence had 

happened prevalence in every single country in the world. Therefore if people 

want to stop the violence they should know the root of violence to prevent the 

happening of violence.  

Deadpool is a film that contains violence, because this film tells the story 

of a former soldier who was dishonorably discharged. As time went on he 

developed terminal cancer which left him hopeless and his life shattered. He 

meets a man who is said to be able to cure his illness and will also gain powers 

that are not possessed by ordinary humans, but after being injected the effects of 

the drug are slow to react and he is also subjected to repeated torture. The man left 
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him after destroying Deadpool's life. The main character of this film becomes a 

victim of violence but he also becomes a perpetrator of violence to take revenge. 

So from the storyline of this film, we can learn that when we accept acts of 

violence, we as victims have the right to defend ourselves so that acts of violence 

do not continue.  

Deadpool was directed by Tim Miller and written by Rhett Reese and Paul 

Wernick. This film was released in 2016 with duration of 1 hour 48 minutes. The 

film was a huge financial hit, earning over $783 million globally and shattering a 

number of box office records. Not only that, but it also surpassed all previous X-

Men films to become the ninth-highest-grossing film of 2016, the highest-

grossing R-rated film ever, and the highest-grossing X-men (Palupi, 2020). 

Important for everyone to know the forms of violence commonly 

experienced by humans, so that it can provide a general overview for people who 

do not know in depth the forms of violence so that they understand that by 

committing acts of violence, both physical and non-physical will cause a very bad 

impact for the victim. Therefore, the researcher was interested in analyzing the 

forms of violence in the film script. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background of the problem above, the researcher formulates 

the research problem, how are the forms of direct violence experienced by the 

main character in the film script Deadpool? 
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C. Research Objective 

Based on the formulation of the problem above, this research aims to 

analyze the forms of direct violence which is physical violence and psychological 

violence experienced by the main character in the film script Deadpool. 

D. Research Significance 

1. Theoretically 

The researcher expect this research can contribute to the development of 

research substance that focuses on the field of literature, as well as additional 

references and sources of student reading, especially the English and Literature 

Department study program. 

2. Practically 

The researcher hopes that this research can provide insight to the readers 

about the forms of violence that often occurs in the surrounding environment and 

also depicted in the film, and also for everyone who is interested in analyzing 

literary works using the Johan Galtung‟s concept of violence. 
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E. Research Scope 

In this research, the researcher focused on analyzing how are the forms of 

direct violence experienced by the main character in the film script Deadpool. The 

researcher took all the data that show the focused of this research from the film 

script Deadpool. In this research the researcher used the direct violence theory 

based on the Johan Galtung‟s concept of violence which explains about forms of 

violence. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Previous Studies 

A number of studies have been associated with using violence analysis. 

They mention it in their research, as follows: 

Wulaningtiyas, in her research entitled Violence Against the Main 

Character in Memoirs of A Geisha film by Rob Marshall 2018. Her research 

focused on analyzing violence against women which are to know kinds of 

violence, to know how the main character solve the violence and to know the 

effects of violence towards the main character in Memoirs of A Geisha. Her 

research used descriptive qualitative method to analyze this film. She used the 

theory of violence by Iris Marion Young and the feminist approach. The result of 

this research present that the main character experienced four types of violence 

which are; physical violence, sexual violence, emotional violence and 

psychological violence. The main character used four ways to solve the violence 

namely contending or fighting, yielding, with drawing or run away from the 

problem, and inaction (silent) and also the effect of the violence are negative 

effects; depression and anxiety, and the positive effects are; become a powerful 

and strong character in facing problems in her life and encourage someone to be 

innovative and creative (Wulaningtiyas, 2018). 

Kusmana, in her research entitled Violence on Women in Munro’s Who Do 

You Think You Are 2020. The aims of this research are explained the violence 

experienced by women characters and described the impact of violence in 
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Munro‟s Who Do You Think You Are. She used descriptive qualitative method to 

analyze Munro‟s short stories. Her researcher used structuralism approach and the 

theory of violence. After she conducted the research, she found the various forms 

of violence experienced by the women characters such as humiliation, murder, 

violence and sexual harassment and also the effect of sexual violence which are 

loss of self-confidence, trauma, mental retardation, lifelong disability, and death 

(Kusmana, 2020). 

Alfianita, in her research entitled Domestic Violence on Charles Frazier’s 

Nightwoods 2021. This research aims to found domestic violence and showed 

how the characters attempt to deal with the effect of domestic violence in the 

novel Nightwoods by Charles Frazier. She had used literary criticism to analyze 

the data from literary works. This research used theory of domestic violence by 

Zastrow. The result of this research described the portrait of domestic violence 

that happened against women and children. As the main character, Luce attempts 

to protect herself from the trauma of being raped and the children are victims and 

witnesses of their mother's death, who their stepfather killed, bringing their 

trauma. The kinds of domestic violence that found in the novel are physical and 

psychological violence. Moreover, there are two attempts to protect themselves: 

live in the safest place with the supportive person and become more defensive by 

using a razor while staying on high alert where the abuser is coming (Alfianita, 

2021) 

The similarities of this research with the three previous findings above 

discussed about violence, the first and the second previous findings used the same 
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method with this research namely the descriptive qualitative method while the 

third used literary criticism. The difference between this research with three 

previous findings above are different in each focus of the researches and also the 

used of the theory. The first research focused on analyzing violence against 

women which are kinds of violence, how to solve the violence and the effects of 

violence and using the theory of violence by Iris Marion Young and the feminist 

approach. The second research focused on analyzing the violence experienced by 

women characters and the impact of violence and using the structuralism approach 

and the theory of violence. The last research focused on analyzing domestic 

violence and how the characters attempt to deal with the effects and using the 

theory of domestic violence by Zastrow, while this research focused on analyzing 

the forms of direct violence experienced by the main character in film script 

Deadpool and using Johan Galtung‟s concept of violence. 

B. Theoretical Framework 

1. Violence 

An action is considered an argument or disapproval from one point of 

view can be considered violence or humiliation. Violence occurs when aggressive 

behavior succeeds and the intended victim suffers harm. When a particular 

perpetrator targets another person or their property with malicious intent and 

causes injury or trauma to another person or makes a threat to do so, the act is 

considered violent. Therefore, using violence is a particular strategy or method 

used by the perpetrator to achieve a goal that is different from the act of violence 

itself. The objectives may vary widely but are always linked to specific 
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circumstances and power dynamics between perpetrators and victims of violence 

(Vambheim, 2016). 

It's more difficult to define violence. Everyone has heard the word 

violence, but few have really thought about it in depth. While some forms of 

violence only include human action, others also involve devastating natural 

phenomena such as tornadoes, storms, earthquakes, and hurricanes. It is more 

difficult to define violence when there are emotional reactions involved because 

there are many behaviors that many of us do not consider violent because they 

may be seen as acceptable or even encouraged (Blankenship, 2021). 

Violent tendencies in people can be caused by one of two things. The first 

basic requirement is that the person has been injured, whereas the second 

fundamental requirement is less clear. The individual hasn't been given the chance 

to express the hurt-related emotions. Violence is a twisted way for a person to 

express their fury or fear in a setting where it is unsafe to express or let go of 

intense emotions. It is also a sign of a psychological collapse (Babovic and 

Suboticki, 2013). 

2. Johan Galtung’s Concept of Violence 

According to Galtung said human violence causes physical, mental, and 

spiritual pain. Through psychosomatic transference, the other two are typically 

impacted when one of them is hurt. Violence leaves behind traumatic, deep 

wounds that are challenging to mend. Threats of violence are equally violent since 

they are insults to the mind and soul and they instill dread, which leads to 

delusions and hopelessness. Any living thing, especially a human person, is the 
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target of violence. This can apply to actors, individuals, or groups (group, 

country). Any actor may be the target of violence, whether it is intentional or 

direct. Or, as in unintentional, indirect, or structural violence, a framework at 

work producing harm and depleting basic human needs. Or, culture at work when 

it is used to justify structural and direct violence, the justification being either 

direct or indirect, or cultural violence (Galtung, 2013). 

Violence is when a person intentionally caused bodily harm to another 

person through physical injury. This also includes cruelty to animals, mishaps, 

exploitation of the mind and emotions, and acts of aggression in the natural world 

(Good, 2003). Other opinion according to (Ogunyemi and Babatunde 2006) said 

that violence is universal phenomenon social scientists explore in their various 

works in order to portray the causes of conflict and these conflicts are amicably 

resolved. Violence is expressed when there is a conflict between a person and the 

existing which he belongs. The concept of violence is incredibly broad, containing 

something from physical and psychological harm, various types of crime, impolite 

behavior in society, to social and political discrimination. 

Galtung divided all forms of violence into three categories: direct, 

structural, and cultural. Direct violence is an act of violence whereas structural 

violence is a process with ups and downs it means that a lot of omissions and 

escapes from attention in cultures are the foundation of structural violence. In 

addition to physically scarring a person, a violent environment can also mentally 

and spiritually affect them. The structural violence would be more egregious; it 

would not be done with the intention of destroying nature, but it would still do so 
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because to the chemical industry's pollution and resource depletion, which causes 

things like dying trees, ozone holes, global warming, and other issues like these. 

Cultural violence is an invariant (permanence). Cultural violence refers to those 

facets of culture the symbolic realm of our existence that can be used to defend, 

legitimate direct or structural violence. Examples include religion and ideology, 

language and art, empirical science, and formal science (logic, mathematics) 

(Galtung, 2013).  

Based on the explanation above, the researcher will use one of the forms 

of violence which is direct violence. So the use of physical violence is involved in 

the traditional kind of aggression known as direct violence. Violence committed 

in a direct, obvious, and intentional manner. So this direct violence can show the 

act of violence experienced by the main character. 

According to Galtung said that since direct violence can be seen as an 

action, there is a clear subject-object relationship. This kind of violence occurs 

when an individual or group of individuals performs an act of violence directly or 

personally and can be identified as the perpetrator. Verbal violence is also 

considered a form of direct violence because it is intentional, targeted, and 

directed at a particular individual or group. Direct violence can be verbal or 

physical, such as when a wife is abused. Another kind of direct violence is rape 

and sexual assault (Galtung, 2013). 
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a. Physical Violence 

According to Galtung said when people are physically harmed they 

suffer severe physical harm to the point of death, it‟s called physical violence 

(Galtung, 2013). When someone attempts to control another person's behavior 

physically, they employ a body part or an object. Physical aggression may 

encompass, but is not restricted to: using physical force that causes pain, 

suffering, or harm; hitting, pulling hair, twisting arms, strangling, burning, 

stabbing, pushing, slapping, beating, shoving, kicking, choking, biting, force-

feeding, or any other harsh treatment; assault with a weapon or other object; 

threats made using a weapon or other object; intentional exposure to extreme 

weather or unsuitable room temperatures; homicide (Marcincin, Gifu, and 

Teodorescu, 2014). 

Physical violence defined as the deprivation of a person or the use of 

physical force against a person to access water, food, clothing, rest, shelter, or 

exposing a person to inhuman treatment. Violence can affect social, sexual 

and reproductive health of individuals and families (Mekonnen et al. 2022). 

Violence can take many different forms, including physical bullying 

and corporal punishment used by both adults and children with the aim to 

inflict harm. Any punishment that involves physical force but was designed to 

inflict some level of pain or discomfort is referred to as corporal punishment. 

Poor academic performance or inappropriate behaviors are often targets of 

corporal punishment (Ferrara et al. 2019). 
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b. Psychological violence 

Galtung defined psychological violence as aggression that affects the 

soul and involves deception, brainwashing, various forms of indoctrination, 

and threats that serve to limit mental capacity (Galtung, 2013). When a person 

utilizes threats to gain control of another person, this is referred to as 

psychological violence. Threatening the person or their family, threatening 

oneself, threats of violence, threats of abandonment, criminal stalking or 

harassment, destruction of personal property, verbal aggression, social 

isolation, improperly controlling the person's activities, treating someone like 

a child or servant, withholding friendship or affection are all examples of 

psychological violence. Unreasonable pressure, such as signing legal 

documents without seeking legal counsel or advice, making or altering wills or 

heirs, making or changing health care directives, and doing things the 

individual would not want to do (Marcincin, Gifu, and Teodorescu, 2014). 

Psychological violence includes verbal and emotional abuse: isolating, 

rejecting, ignoring, insults, spreading rumours, making up lies, name calling, 

ridicule, humiliation and threats, and psychological punishment. Psychological 

punishments are not physical but humiliate, denigrate, scapegoat, threaten, 

scare or ridicule a child or adolescent. Sexual violence includes intimidation 

of a sexual nature, sexual harassment, unwanted touching, sexual coercion and 

rape, and it affects both girls and boys (Ferrara et al. 2019). 
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3. Film  

Film is an audio-visual communication medium that aims to convey a 

message to the public, because of its audio-visual nature can tell a lot of stories in 

a fairly short time. When watching a film, the audience is like being able to 

penetrate space and time which can tell life stories and can even influence 

audiences. There are those who think that the film is a mere entertainment show, 

there are also those who think that the film is a medium that can provide learning 

for the audience. For filmmakers, they make films based on personal experiences 

or real events that are brought to the big screen because basically film always 

records the reality that grows in society (Asri, 2020). 

(Afdlila, 2015), in her research describe that film is one of the media used 

to build attitudes, emotions, and methods of problem solving. Film is created 

under different social, historical and cultural backgrounds and a media with social 

influence. Moreover, (Nafisah, 2019) in her research said that contextually film is 

not only telling stories, but also show ideas from many aspects. The visual images 

presented in film are not always the same as themselves. They may have different 

meanings and understandings. In addition, whether we like it or not, film has 

shaped the ideas and values held by many people today. 

A written piece created specifically for a film or television program is 

known as a film script. Film script may be original works or revisions of already 

published materials. Trottier also narrates the actors' movements, expressions, and 

dialogue in the scene. In addition to the actors' spoken speech, film script typically 

include a shot-by-shot breakdown of the action (Susanti, 2020) 
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A script is a piece of writing created by a scriptwriter for a film, video 

game, or television show. These scripts may be unique creations or adaptations of 

already published works. They also describe the characters' movements, actions, 

attitudes, and dialogue. A teleplay is another name for a play created on television 

piece of literature with structural affinities to theater. The script also features a 

background, plot, characterization, and themes, indicating that it is a film script 

(Nurjanah, 2018) 

Based on the explanation above the researcher can conclude that film is 

tell stories with movement images, not only telling story to viewer but film also 

can be used to build any aspect such as emotion, attitudes, morals, and many 

others. 

4. The Synopsis of Deadpool Film 

Superhero characters are generally synonymous with dashing, cool, brave, 

and willing to sacrifice for the truth or save the lives of others. However, the 

character of the Deadpool figure who admits that he is indeed a super, but is not a 

hero. This film tells the story of a man named Wade Wilson, a former member of 

the special army who was dishonorably discharged. Now he prefers to work as a 

mercenary or rather a mercenary bouncer. He is in a relationship with a woman 

named Vanessa and lives a life that he thinks is quite happy. Until one day, Wade 

Wilson was diagnosed with terminal cancer and made him quite desperate. Until 

he decides to take part in a scientific experiment that promises him to have 

superhero powers and can cure his illness (Novitasari, 2020). 
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But the experiment had left him suffering and excruciating pain. Wilson's 

face was even damaged by the experiment until he devised a revenge plan for the 

torture he felt. Wade Wilson was starting to feel short of breath. Apparently, his 

body had reacted and activated the ability to fight cancer cells. Wade Wilson also 

survived and recovered from cancer, but he suffered severe disfigurement and 

burns all over his body. He escapes from his room and attacks Ajax, but Ajax 

convinces him that he can heal his handicap. When the experiment site catches 

fire, Wilson, who is trying to escape, turns out to be a superhero with 

extraordinary powers. Now, with that power, Wilson seeks to pursue someone 

who once destroyed his life in order to take revenge and find a way to restore 

himself to the way he was (Sulistiyani, 2020). 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLGY 

A. Research Method  

This research used descriptive qualitative method. Descriptive research is 

a method that aims to accurately describe a phenomenon based on research 

characteristics with data analyzed through interpretation rather than statistical 

analysis. According Denzin & Lincoln define that Qualitative research is a 

research method that focuses on interpretive and naturalistic approaches to 

learning, so qualitative research studies things in ways such as representations, 

field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and notes to 

themselves. This means that Qualitative researcher studies things within their 

natural authority by trying to understand or interpret phenomena in terms of the 

meanings that people bring to them (Creswell, 2013). 

Descriptive qualitative method aims to obtain in-depth data and careful 

reading of a text and data that contains meaning. Therefore, qualitative studies do 

not emphasize generalizations, but concentrate more on meaning to reveal various 

in depth information. Researcher used this method to understand carefully and 

accurately the characteristics of individuals or groups in the film script. 

B. Source of Data 

The research has taken data source from the film script Deadpool 2015 

written by Rhett Reese and Paul Wernick. Deadpool film was released in 2016 

directed by Tim Miller, this film has duration of 1 hour 48 minutes. So the data 
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from this research taken from the text and conversations carried out by the main 

character in the film script of Deadpool that related to the topic. 

C. Research Instrument 

The instrument of data used by the researcher is note taking. Note taking is 

taking information by writing down the core of the information with the freedom 

to write it so that it is easy for the author to remember and understand. The 

researcher used note taking to make it easier for her to focus on important points 

that showed excerpts the part of script that contain direct violence experienced by 

the main character in the film script Deadpool. 

D. Data Analysis 

1. Procedures of Data Collection 

In collecting data, researcher has several data collection procedures as 

follows: 

a. The researcher watched the film to make her understand clearly; 

b. The researcher read the script of Deadpool film from beginning 

until the end to find out which part of script that describe the direct 

violence experienced by the main character; 

c. The researcher done note taking to collect all the data related to the 

direct violence experienced by the main character in the film script 

Deadpool; 
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d. The researcher collected all the data results that show the direct 

violence experienced by the main character in the script film 

Deadpool. 

2. Technique of Data Analysis  

In analyzing the film, the researcher applied the Johan Galtung‟s 

concept of violence. The researcher gathered all the sources related to 

the topic of this research. Then the researcher identified the physical 

violence and psychological violence based on the theory Galtung‟s 

about direct violence. And finally, the researcher has drawn the 

conclusion by considering the result of the data analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter presents the research problem of analyzing the form of direct 

violence experienced by the main character in the Deadpool film script directed 

by Tim Miller. The direct violence that occurs in the film is divided into two, 

namely physical violence and psychological violence, where the main character 

named Wade Wilson got various forms of physical violence from organization 

that recruit people who suffer from diseases that were difficult to cure to be used 

as experimental material that promised healing as well as gain power that was not 

possessed by ordinary human. Besides getting physical violence, the main 

character also experienced psychological violence where his confidence slowly 

decreases because he has an ugly face so that people saw him differently from 

others. Both types of violence were directly analyzed with the perception theory 

of Johan Galtung's concept of violence. The findings and discussions are in the 

following explanation. 

A. Findings 

This section consists of findings to answer research problems that show 

direct violence experienced by the main character in the Deadpool script film. 

Based on the theory from Galtung explained that direct violence can be seen from, 

the actions of the perpetrator against the victim. Direct violence can be verbal or 

physical. Based on the data that the researcher found there are two forms of direct 

violence physical and psychological violence.  
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1. Physical Violence 

Physical violence is a type of violence that is visible. It means, anyone can 

see it because there is physical touch between perpetrators and victims such as 

slap, stomp, tackle, spit, throwing with stuff, etc. Based on the findings found by 

researcher there are twelve data related to physical violence which can be cited in 

the quotation below. 

Extract 1   

 

41:59 

(Wade is wheeled into the tent that‟s his new home.  The figure who was 

pushing Wade dumps him onto a chrome operating table and roughly 

straps him down). 

 

 The text above shows the physical violence experienced by Wade Wilson 

as the main character. It can be seen when he is taken and would be transferred to 

the operating table but he is transferred by having his body violently removed and 

then tied up. It can be proven from “roughly straps him down” as we know that a 

patient is usually treated well but it is different for Wade, because he is not only a 

patient but he is also an experimental material.  
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Extract 2  

 

42:13 

(Then she roughly straps Wade‟s neck to the table.  Wade nearly gaps, the 

color now officially drained from his face). 

 

The text above shows physical violence against Wade by someone named 

Angel Dust who is one of the staff who handles patients. This can be proven from 

”she roughly straps Wade’s neck to the table” Angle Dust ties Wade's neck to the 

operating table so that it makes Wade breathless with a pale face, this is said to be 

physical violence because Wade did not riot but his neck was tied and his 

condition was already weakened. 

  

Extract 3 

 

42:37 

(Angel Dust places a finger on Wade‟s forehead and shoves his head back 

against the table - bang - pinning it there). 

Ajax (O.S.) : “Patience, Angel.  All in good time”. 
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 The text above shows the mild physical violence that Wade experienced. It 

can be proven from “Angel Dust places a finger on Wade’s forehead and shoves 

his head back against the table” she lifted Wade's head and then smashed her 

head against Wade's head, so from this action it can be seen that the physical 

violence that Wade experienced had a negative impact on him. Angle's acts of 

violence against patients are very unnatural because as we all know, as patients 

we should be treated properly. 

 

Extract 4  

 

43:15 

(Ajax touches Wade with the I.V. needle, pressing here and there, not 

quite hard enough to break skin.  At last, he locates the subclavian vein.  

Wade flinches). 

Ajax (Cont‟d): “We‟re injecting you with a serum that activates mutant 

genes.  For it to work, we need to subject you to extreme 

stress”. 

  

 The conversation above shows the physical violence committed by 

someone named Ajax, he is the one who managed the organization. It can be 

proven from the quotation “we need to subject you to extreme stress” when Ajax 

injected Wade with a liquid that would activate the mutant gene and he also said 

that to activate it he would pressure Wade to make Ajax succeed with his 
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experiment. Ajax will pressure Wade in any way to torture him so he can stress 

Wade so that the mutant gene can mutate. 

 

Extract 5  

 

44:00 

Ajax (Cont‟d): “You‟ve heard the whole make-an-omelette, break-some-

eggs bit? (Wade blinks) I‟m about to hurt you, Wade.  

The kind of hurt I can‟t describe and you can‟t prepare 

for.  It‟s cruel stuff.  And there‟s no way out for you.  No 

secret you can tell me.  No soft spot in me to appeal to”. 

(Wade stares at them in shock). 

 

 The conversation above shows the physical violence that Wade Wilson 

will experience after being injected with a liquid containing the mutant gene. It 

can be seen from Ajax's statement that he would torture Wade so cruelly that the 

torture that Wade would receive was unimaginable, so these words surprised 

Wade by what Ajax said. Because Wade knew he was a patient but did not think 

that he would be used as an experimental material in the organization and would 

get physical violence. 
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Extract 6   

 

44:50 

(We re-take Wade‟s P.O.V. as Angel Dust, chewing her matchstick, re-

enters frame above him, smiles, then punches him in the face.  Black). 

 

The text above shows physical violence before the cruel torture of Wade. 

It can be proven from quotation “then punches him in the face”. Wade is lying in 

a weakened condition after getting an injection from Ajax. Then Angle looks at 

Wade closely and then he punches him in the face which causes Wade to lose 

consciousness. This can be said that Wade did not get treatment like a patient but 

violence that he did not imagine before. 

Extract 7 

 

44:57 

 

Torture: 

Ajax (V.O.): “Adrenaline acts as a catalyst for the serum, so we must 

subject you to extreme stress”. 
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Ajax (V.O.): “If you‟re lucky, the mutant genes will activate and manifest 

in spectacular fashion”. 

Ajax (V.O.): “If not, we‟ll have no choice but to keep hurting you in new 

and different ways.  Each more painful than the last”. 

 

 The conversation above shows the physical violence that Wade would 

continue to experience until he mutates. It can be proven from quotation 

“adrenaline acts as a catalyst for the serum, so we must subject you to extreme 

stress”. Ajax explained that he would do adrenaline to trigger the gene so that it 

must make Wade felt quite depressed and also Ajax would continue to torture him 

in a different and more painful way than before. Even though Wade's condition is 

weakened but if the mutant doesn't mutate it means Ajax won't stop to continue 

torturing him in any way. 

 

Extract 8   

 

45:28 

Ajax: “Until you finally mutate.  Or die”. 

 

The conversation above explains the physical violence would continue 

until Wade dead. It can be proven when Ajax said that “until you mutate or you 

will die”. Wade's position will not be comfortable while he is there, but he always 

got endless torture until the mutant gene fluid he injected manages to mutate in his 
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body or he will even die if he does not make it through. From Ajax's words it can 

be concluded that he was very optimistic about the experiments he carried out on 

Wade. 

Extract 9   

 

47:53 

(Two orderlies and Angel Dust finish strapping Wade down and attaching 

electrodes to his head and chest.  Wade is bound to a hospital bed that‟s encased in 

a large capsule of plexiglas. The top half of the capsule is hinged to one side, 

open, allowing Angel Dust access to Wade. Ajax sits eating a meal from some 

yupperware in a nearby chair).  

Ajax: “Seems your genes are as stubborn as you.  But we can still increase your 

suffering.  We don‟t even have a name for this next toy”.  

 

 The text above shows the physical violence that Wade experienced was 

cruel than before. This can be proven from quotation “but we can still increase 

your suffering”, Wade was tied up in a large capsule-shaped tube, then his head 

and chest were attached with electrodes in a helpless condition and Ajax also said 

that he did not know what the torture he would give Wade would be called. The 

violence Wade would receive from them was already so cruel that it could cost his 

life. 
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Extract 10    

 

49:22 

Ajax (Cont‟d): “We reduce the oxygen in the air to the exact point you feel like 

you‟re suffocating”.   

Ajax (Cont‟d): “If you start to pass out, and your brain waves slow, we turn up 

the O2.  If you catch your breath, and your heart rate slows, we 

turn it back down.  And we leave you.  Right.  There”. 

 

 The conversation above shows the physical violence that Wade 

experienced. This can be proven from quotation “we reduce the oxygen in the air 

to the exact point you feel like you’re suffocating” because inside the capsule-

shaped tube the oxygen level reduced so that Wade experienced difficulty 

breathing, his brain waves was slow down and his heart was also slow down. This 

torture can be said to kill someone slowly because in the room the tube is already 

narrow and then the oxygen is reduced 

Extract 11   

 

49:39 
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(Ajax swings the capsule closed and locks it.  The sound leaks away until all 

that‟s left is a hissing sound as Ajax hits buttons to lower O2 levels. Wade‟s 

voice drops out as his breathing suddenly grows short and shallow.  The oxygen 

dials fall.  His heart-rate soars. Wade fights off panic.  His breaths become 

desperate gasps.  There‟s not enough air to talk, or even scream). 

  

 The text above shows how physical violence can kill Wade. This can be 

proven from quotation “Ajax hits buttons to lower O2 levels” Ajax lowers oxygen 

levels to level two, causing Wade to find it difficult to breathe until he is out of 

breath. Wade's heart rate also peaked which made it difficult for him to speak and 

even scream. it can be said that in this torture Wade could be killed because there 

was almost no air he could breathe to breathe normally 

Extract 12 

 

49:59 

(An extreme close-up of Wade‟s hand, nails clenched into the surface of 

whatever he‟s lying on.  Is his skin... actually bubbling?). 

 

The text above shows the consequences of the physical violence that Wade 

experienced during the experiment being confined in a capsule-shaped tube. This 

can be seen from quotation “actually bubbling” because the experiment resulted 

in Wade getting wounds all over his body like burns and these wounds made 

Wade like a monster. Thus making Wade decided to take revenge against Ajax for 

turning Wade into a monster. 
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2. Psychological Violence  

According to Lailatussyifa said that psychological violence manifests itself 

in numerous ways, including attacks on self-esteem, motivation destruction, 

humiliation, humiliating acts, attempts to intimidate, and terror. For example, foul 

words, threats, stalking, grooming, and numerous forms of physical/sexual 

violence that have psychological consequences, such as stripping and alternatives 

(Lailatussyifa, 2021). Based on the findings found by researcher there are five 

data related to psychological violence which can be cited in the quotation below. 

Extract 13 

 

34:27 

Recruiter: “The world needs extraordinary men.  We won‟t just make you 

better.  We‟ll make you better than better.  A super-hero”. 

 The conversation above shows the brainwashing that Wade went through 

at Sister's Margaret's. This can be seen when Wade met a man who works in an 

organization that aims to recruit people who have a disease that is difficult to cure. 

The quotation “A super-hero” said to be brainwashing because the recruiter 

promised healing and gaining powers that ordinary humans do not have, but the 

recruiter did not explain that Wade would be used as an experimental material and 

would be tortured. 
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Extract 14 

 

27:46 

(A sickly-looking Wade is on the final stop in his futile quest to find a 

cure.  Desparate. Among the most desparate. He sits in a pathetic muzak-

filled waiting room). 

 

 The text above explains that Wade unconsciously experienced 

psychological violence. This can be proven from quotation “a pathetic muzak-

filled” when he was waiting in the waiting room at the clinic with a sad, hopeless 

face and feeling devastated because he has not found a drug that can cure his 

illness. Thus making Wade decided to accept the offer from the recruiter in the 

hope that he can recover from the illness he has suffered. 

Extract 15 

 

57:04 

(Still on Wade‟s P.O.V.  Wade stops, too, suddenly paralyzed, as the moment to 

face Vanessa arrives. As he hesitates, torn with anguish, the whispers seem to 

grow, rising in volume until they become deafening:) 
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Whisper 2 (O.S.): “Oh, my, god, that is so fucking gnarly”. 

Whisper 3 (O.S.): “I just lost my appetite”. 

The text above shows the psychological violence that Wade gets from the 

people who see him. This can be seen from quotation “Oh, my, god, that is so 

fucking gnarly” “I just lost my appetite” when Wade was first going to meet his 

girlfriend Vanessa but his steps suddenly stopped due to the voices he heard from 

people around the street, where they saw Wade's figure with a surprised and 

disgusted face because Wade's face had changed since the experiment 

Extract 16 

 

58:12 

Wade: “No... no way!  I‟m not making her life as ugly as mine”! 

Weasel: “I can‟t envision a scenario where Vanessa won‟t take you ba- (Wade 

steps into light, takes off his hoodie) -aaaaaccckkk!!  Holy shit.  You... 

are... terrifying.  You look like an avocado had sex with an older 

avocado”. 

 

 The conversation above, it is clear that Wade also got psychological 

violence from his own friend. This can be proven from quotation “You... are... 

terrifying” when he met his friend named Weasel. Weasel was surprised to see 

Wade's face and he also said that Wade's face was very scary. Not only gave 

Wade any confidence in the state of his face but also said a bad word, so Wade is 

increasingly insecure about his situation 
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Extract 17 

 

01:12:20 

(Hypnotized, Deadpool puts one foot in front of the other, approaching the 

waitress. Suddenly, the waitress turns to reveal her face: Vanessa.  Deadpool 

immediately chickens out, puts his head down, turns away from her into the press 

of men around one of the stages). 

 

 The text above explains that Wade doesn't have the confidence to meet his 

girlfriend Vanessa for the second time. It can be seen from quotation “puts his 

head down, turns away from her” when wade will meet Vanessa at work because she 

is in a dangerous situation where Ajax and Angle are looking for her. Wade was 

very close to Vanessa but then he looked down and turned around and left 

Vanessa just like that because he wasn't confident about meeting Vanessa with his 

changed condition. 

 

B. Discussions 

In this part, the researcher explained the data that has been analyzed which 

has been obtained from the findings above regarding direct violence, namely 

physical violence and psychological violence experienced by the main character 

in the film script Deadpool. 
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1. Physical Violence Experienced by the Main Character in Film 

Script Deadpool 

Violence can be experienced by someone at any time. It could be 

physical or non-physical violence, so that it can have a bad impact on the 

victim. As clearly illustrated in the film Deadpool where the main 

character (Wade Wilson) experienced two types of violence, namely 

physical violence and psychological violence. The physical violence that 

Wade experienced varied greatly, the violence started when he was offered 

to be a patient in an organization. That works to recruit people who have 

diseases that were difficult to cure by promising healing and having super 

hero-like powers that ordinary humans do not have. Initially Wade ignored 

the offer, but he was desperate because he could not find a cure for his 

illness and did not want his girlfriend Vanessa to worry.  

Finally Wade accepted the offer. After becoming one of the 

patients, he was subjected various physical violence by Ajax and Angle 

Dust after accepting the offer in the end Wade did not get the treatment he 

wanted but made him an experimental material by injecting a mutant gene 

into his body so that the gene could destroy cancer cells. If the mutant 

gene is successfully mutated then it is said to be a successful experiment 

otherwise if the mutant gene is not successful then it can kill it. Finally the 

mutant gene that had been injected into Wade's body succeeded, but 
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Wade's life changed after the experiment he went through because the 

result of the experiment made Wade's face get scars like burns. 

Based on the findings that the researcher found there were twelve 

data indicating physical violence experienced by the main character in the 

Deadpool film. From the twelve data the researcher can interpret that 

Wade experienced violent physical violence as depicted in extracts 1 and 

2. The two data have similarities where Wade experienced violence 

perpetrated by Angle by tying Wade's body roughly on the operating table.  

The data showed physical violence because the actions done by 

Angle harmed the victim. So the case that was illustrated in extract 3 

where Angle banged Wade's head because Wade made fun of Angle so 

that she got angry and physical violence Wade. Extract 4 that showed 

physical violence by injecting a mutant gene into Wade's body and Ajax 

said that in order for the gene to mutate he would make Wade very 

stressed so that the mutant gene works. Extract 5 showed the physical 

violence carried out by Ajax by saying he would hurt Wade in any way he 

could not imagine before.  

The violence depicted in extract 6 Angle was punching Wade in 

the head causing Wade to lose consciousness. Extracts 7 and 8 showed an 

increasingly torturous level of physical violence. This was done so that 

Wade could mutate so that Ajax would continue to torture Wade in a new 

and different way than before and said he would torture him until Wade 
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mutated and even died. One of Angle's and Ajax's efforts in torturing 

Wade was by putting Wade into a capsule-shaped tube and then tying him 

and attaching electrodes to his chest and head so that it would give very 

fatal torture.  

The physical violence experienced by Wade always increases from 

time to time as explained in extracts 10 and 11 where Wade has difficulty 

breathing in a tube which makes his brain and heart slow down. It did not 

stop there even though they knew that Wade was getting weaker, they then 

reduced the oxygen levels in the tube so that Wade could not speak and 

even scream because the tube had almost no oxygen. Thus the effect of the 

tube experiment made severe wounds all over Wade's body, these wounds 

resembled burns, as explained in extract 12 where wade was very 

devastated by the experiment. 

Based on twelve data showing the physical violence experienced 

by Wade, the researcher can conclude that the level of violence Wade 

experienced has always increased, starting from minor violence such as 

binding, punching, banging his head to the violence that almost caused 

him to lose his life as a result of experiments conducted by Angle and 

Ajax. Considering the violence experienced and perpetrated by the main 

character in the film, the researcher can conclude that violence will 

continue if the perpetrator and the victim are not aware of what they have 

done. So to prevent the violence from continuing, it would be nice for 
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people to be aware of the actions that will be carried out and think about 

the impacts that will occur. 

2. Psychological Violence Experienced by the Main Character in 

Film Script Deadpool 

Psychological violence sometimes occurs without the perpetrator 

or victim being aware of it because the violence affects a person's 

mentality, while psychological violence that is usually experienced by a 

person is an act of control, manipulation, exploitation, abuse, humiliation 

and humiliation in the form of prohibition, coercion and social isolation. 

As clearly illustrated in the film Deadpool where the main character 

(Wade Wilson) experienced psychological violence. The psychological 

violence experienced by Wade greatly affected his mentality when he 

known that he was suffering from cancer. Even though Wade sought 

treatment with his girlfriend Vanessa, they did not get the medicine, 

causing Wade to suffer mentally. 

Based on the findings that the researcher found there were five data 

indicating psychological violence experienced by the main character in the 

Deadpool film. From the five data the researcher can interpret that Wade 

experienced psychological violence as depicted in extract 13 showed the 

brainwashing of Wade, he is influenced so that he can become an 

experimental material by promising a cure for his illness and powers that 

ordinary humans do not have. Extract 14 showed how sad and desperate 
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Wade was when he came to the clinic to check on his illness but could not 

find a cure for the disease. Due to this, Wade decided to accept the 

recruiter's offer. After being successfully indoctrinated by the recruiter, 

Wade then went through various experimental processes from the 

organization that made Wade's face ugly.  

The result made those who saw him feel disgusted and afraid of his 

face. So that Wade felt embarrassed and his confidence decreased. As 

illustrated in extracts 15 and 16 where the people around him and his own 

friends say words that make Wade lose his confidence. Likewise, what 

was explained in extract 17 where when Wade wanted to meet his 

girlfriend Vanessa at work, Wade instead lowered his head and turned 

away from Vanessa because he was afraid that Vanessa would not be able 

to accept Wade's situation. 

Based on the five data which showed the psychological violence 

experienced by Wade the researcher can conclude that there were several 

types of psychological violence that he experienced namely decreased self-

confidence, experienced brainwashing, and despair. All of these things 

took a toll on Wade's mental health as he was used as the subject of 

experiments. 

This study has similarities and differences with previous research from 

Wulaningtiyas (2018), Kusmana (2020) and Alfianita (2021). The results of this 

research have similarities with the three previous studies because this research and 
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the three previous studies seek to find out the forms of violence contained in a 

literary work. The results of the previous study from Alfianita (2021) entitled 

Domestic Violence on Charles Frazier's Nightwoods had the similarity from this 

research where the result of the study showed that the kinds of domestic violence 

that found in the novel are physical and psychological violence. Moreover, there 

are two attempts to protect themselves; live in the safest place with the supportive 

person and become more defensive by using a razor while staying on high alert 

where the abuser is coming. 

There is a difference in the results of this research from the two previous 

studies from Wulaningtiyas (2018) entitled Violence Against the Main Character 

in Memoirs of A Geisha Film by Rob Marshall and Kusmana (2020) entitled 

Violence on Women in Munro's Who Do You Think You Are. The difference 

between these studies and this research is the results found by researchers where 

their research results found many forms of violence including sexual violence, 

emotional violence, physical violence and psychological violence. The research 

results from these two studies are different from this research because only focus 

on the direct violence experienced by the main character in the film Deadpool and 

also the film Deadpool which is used as the research object only has physical 

violence and psychological violence. The results of this study are different from 

the results of the two previous studies because the researchers used different 

theories to find out the forms of violence. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter is divided into two parts that give conclusions and 

suggestions. The first point is a conclusion that may be drawn from study findings 

and discussion, and the second point is a set of suggestions that are supposed to 

offer the future researchers and the readers with information regarding physical 

violence and psychological violence. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the results and discussions chapter the researcher can conclude 

that there are two act of violence that the main character experience in the film 

Deadpool namely physical violence and psychological violence. If someone 

experiences an act of violence they have the right to defend themselves it depends 

on each person personally when he cannot fight back he will continue to 

experience acts of violence and vice versa. Physical Violence experienced by 

Wade in this film was very bad and always increased, starting from minor 

violence such as binding, punching, banging his head to the violence that almost 

caused him to lose his life as a result of experiments conducted by Angle and Ajax 

as a result of the violence he got Wade wanted to take revenge on Ajax for 

changing his life for the worse so he lost his confidence. 

Not only Physical Violence that sometimes experienced by someone but 

also psychological violence can occur without the perpetrator or victim being 
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aware of it because the violence affects a person's mentality, while psychological 

violence that is usually experienced by a person is an act of control, manipulation, 

exploitation, abuse, humiliation and humiliation in the form of prohibition, 

coercion and social isolation. Psychological violence experienced by the main 

character in the Deadpool film made Wade hopeless and there were several types 

of psychological violence that he experienced namely decreased self-confidence, 

experienced brainwashing, and despair. All of these things took a toll on Wade's 

mental health as he was used as the subject of experiments. 

The villain commits violence against the main character because they are 

conducting an experiment by injecting a mutant gene then for the mutant gene to 

mutate must be violent but if the gene is not mutated it can be fatal. The main 

character also commits violence and even kills to take revenge and also seeks 

medicine for his damaged body. However after taking revenge and even killing he 

did not get what he wanted. Researcher can conclude that even though we have 

committed violence against people who have tortured us, it is not certain that what 

we want can come true but can make us become criminals like them. 

B. Suggestion 

After getting the results of the analysis, the researcher wants to provide 

suggestion as material for consideration that is important for the next researchers. 

The researcher hopes that further research on direct violence, namely physical 

violence and psychological violence, will be explained in more detail about the 

forms of violence so that people can be careful in the actions they take and also 
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understand physical violence and psychological violence and subsequent 

researchers can use this research as reference as well for the next researchers to 

use a different theory to research. Further suggestion for readers to read carefully 

and understand the concept of physical violence and psychological violence 

therefore, they can avoid treatment to hurt each other consciously or 

unconsciously.
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